Cowboy Shootin’ in
Georgia
Lookin' fer fun? I mean good old western
rootin’ tootin’ shoot ‘em up fun, then cowboy
action shooting is for you. You'll find the
nicest folks here always willin' to give ya a
helping hand to get ya started, along with a
little kidding and laughter to help ya on the
way.

OLD WEST FIREARMS
Cowboy Action Shooting is a multi-faceted
shooting sport in which contestants
compete with firearms typical of those used
in the taming of the Old West: single action
revolvers, pistol caliber lever action rifles,
and old time shotguns. The shooting
competition is staged in a unique,
characterized, "Old West" style. It is a timed
sport in which shooters compete for prestige
on a course of different shooting stages.
Each stage, as they are called, features an
array of situations, in which the shooters
must test their mettle against steel targets.
Many are based on history or movie scenes,
Our cowboy shoots are the first four weekends in Georgia. Registration starts at 8:00
or 9 AM, depending on the club. Mandatory
safety meetings are held prior to the
shootin’.
We usually shoot three or four stages, have
lunch, then shoot the rest. We end up
approximately mid-afternoon

SASS (Single Action Shooting Society)
rules apply.
What to wear: Costume requirements are
waved for first time shooters. However after
a couple of matches, the minimal cowboy
clothing is required to shoot.
Since this is a cowboy shoot. SASS
emphasizes costuming so all shooters need
to look “cowboy” to shoot. Minimum
costume: Blue jeans, long sleeved shirt,
boots or old leather styled shoes, cowboy
hat or late 1800s style hat or no hat at all.
Please: No Modern shooting gloves, shorts,
short sleeve shirts, designer jeans, ball
caps, tennis, running, jogging, or aerobic
shoes, clothing displaying manufacturer’s or
sponsors badges or logos, nylon, plastic, or
modern stuff.

Calling
All Cowboys & Cowgirls
Ages 10 to 99
For a Shoot Near You:

http://www.sassgeorgia.com

Spirit of the Game
"The Spirit of the Game" is a code by which
cowboy action shooters live. Competing in
"The Spirit of the Game" means you fully
participate in what the competition asks.
You try your best to dress the part. Use
appropriate competition tool, and respect
the traditions of the Old West.

COMPETITION
We have a very wide range of competitors
from relatively new shooters to top level
shooters. Although it is a competition, the
emphasis is FUN and Friendship. So
although some are great shooters, we all
enjoy the game and know that we are
welcome – no matter our skill level.

A Family Sport
We have many couples and families
including 3 generations enjoying the game
together.

